JOBS for LIFE

A 16 week course

The course allows for students to overcome the fear of public speaking and help develop communication skills. The class and small discussion groups allow for the students to truly grasp and practice the concepts taught in each class. Many other topics will be covered in the 16 week course which will allow participants to develop the skills they need to be successful in a career and in life.

Topics for each session include:

- Why should I take this journey? (Why Work, My Motives, My Life Journey)
- How do I plan my journey? (Vocational Planning-My Roadmap)
- What do I need on the journey? (Excellence, Perseverance)
- How do I know I am going in the right direction? (patience, Pursuing a Goal, Peace-Joseph’s Story)

Each student will be issued a Student Workbook which contains all reading assignments and activities necessary to complete the course

Classes will be held Thursdays from 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm

Reserve your spot today!
602-244-9928